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Parking Best Practices is a compilation of parking regulations and policies used by various cities across the United States,
 Canada, and London as a way to manage on-street and off-street parking resources, as well as address traffic
 congestion. For decades parking regulations in city zoning codes made generous accommodations for cars.  In recent
 years cities have started implementing new strategies with the goal of providing an appropriate amount of spaces for
 cars while promoting walkable communities and encouraging the use of alternative modes of transportation.

In the last decade, New York City’s land use policies have further refocused development in transit oriented, walkable
 communities. New York City’s extensive transportation network promotes high-density development and enables
 residents, commuters, and visitors to get around the city by subway, train, bus, ferry, bike, or on foot in addition to
 traveling by car. Car ownership is lower in New York than most other places, in large part, because of the many
 transportation options. This allows New York to have lower parking requirements than most cities.

New York already uses maximums, requires parking for bicycles and car share vehicles, and caps the amount of parking
 spaces in public parking facilities. However, many of New York City’s parking regulations have been in place for decades
 and the Department of City Planning is currently reviewing parking regulations set forth in the Zoning Resolution. There
 is potential to do more. Moving forward, the City will reach out to communities and identify opportunities where current
 policies could be adjusted, or new strategies could be introduced to make neighborhoods even better.

The report provides general definitions of parking policies or parking programs along with relevant examples. In addition,
 there are case studies of twelve different cities summarizing parking policies – both within and beyond each city’s central
 business district – followed by sections on current overall policies and programs, waivers and variances.  The table below
 highlights population, journey to work, and parking data for each city included in the case study section. 
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Report: 
 The report is available as a  complete document (0.8 mb).
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